Abstract This paper presents a framework for how the multifaceted nature of "gender" (human and linguistic) interacts with grammatical operations such as coreference dependency formation. It frames the question through the lens of English, in which it focuses on how personal names and referents who identify as nonbinary can provide insight into the conceptual representations of gender. Additional data from a variety of modern languages supports a model of how gender might be cognitively represented such that the observed linguistic patterns are available. I propose a three-tiered model of gender that unites grammatical, cognitive, social, and biological aspects and describes how implications of this model might be tested in future work.
Introduction
terion for checking gender congruency (whether or not two lexical items 'match' 48 in gender), then suggest a gradient way in which languages might employ the fi-49 nal formulation of the criterion to result in the typological variation observed. I 50 also describe a three-tiered schema for formalizing the process of gender checking 51 during coreference resolution. While English is the primary focus of this paper,
52
I will demonstrate that motivation for these three categories can be found cross-53 linguistically. I draw on biological, social, cognitive, and grammatical evidence 54 for how gender is conceptualized and used in human interaction in order to argue 55 that coreference resolution (in English) relies primarily on a non-syntactic prop-56 erty, conceptual gender, for determining whether or not a pronoun and coreferring 57 expression match or mismatch, which is domain-general in origin.
58
The relative difference in acceptability between sentences (1-a) and (1-b) (in- further supported experimentally by Konishi (1993) dependent from other types of gender but the way it is deployed and the way it 160 influences non-grammatical interpretation suggests it is not entirely decoupled.
161
The extracts in (2) come from a story in which a rooster (definitionally male) 162 and a hen (definitionally female) are married, but the rooster has another romantic 163 partner (a frog, no specified gender explicitly or grammatically) thus causing strife 'The frog appeared and said "witwish".'
173
3 Kirby Conrod, p.c., suggests that examination of how honorifics are encoded, conceptualized, and learned may provide insight into how gender categories adapt and change over time. Although this is outside the purview of this paper, I suspect that this line of research could potentially be very fruitful. However, it is important to note that honorific systems are much more variable cross-linguistically and also seem to be more susceptible to change over time than gender systems. Still, this comparison warrants further investigation. is primarily relevant for coreference resolution is not the morphosyntactic feature.
336
This argument will be elaborated upon in Section 4.1, below.
337
Furthermore, there is evidence from developmental psychology and language
338
acquisition that young children acquire labels for gender categories before they 
Biosocial gender

356
Biosocial gender is, fundamentally, an individual's gender as it is experienced in- In (7-a), without knowledge of the context, the conceptual gender of the cowgirl 544 and his mismatch until a suitable alternative context is imagined. In (7-b), the con-545 text of a Halloween party (in which gender roles, expression, and possibly even 546 7 I have taken the liberty of adapting these rough translations away from including terminology such as "female-bodied man" or "masculine female" as these terms can carry negative connotations in English and are more likely to describe gender expressions rather than gender identities.
conceptual categories are expected to be challenged) easily provides the alternative 547 context. The difference, therefore, between (7-a) and (7-b) in terms of acceptability ture (ϕ -feature) of the pronoun to be identical to the candidate antecedent.
558
If the features are not identical, the coreference dependency is rejected.
559
This strict version of a matching criterion can be rejected immediately because it 560 is insufficient to account for some common, well-described types of coreference.
561
Looking briefly at (7-b), cowgirl must either have no ϕ -feature for gender or the 562 ϕ -feature is <fem>, both of which necessarily mismatch with him <masc> . Another 563 example of how the strict matching criterion fails is when the antecedent is not ex-
564
plicitly or overtly present in the syntax, e.g., the 'statue rule' (Jackendoff 1992 Yet, this next formulation still might not quite cover the case of (7), where the con- Another interesting point this reviewer notes is that coreference between pronouns seems to require much stricter feature matching than between a pronoun and a referring expression, at least in English, as illustrated in (i). Since (i-a) and (i-b) are considered acceptable, we can infer that both she and they can corefer with one person. However, mixing she and they within one sentence and thus one set of coreferring elements causes a noticeable reduction in acceptability. This cannot be due to a mismatch in gender between each of the pronouns and one person, as (i-a) and (i-b) demonstrate these are individually acceptable. Therefore, it seems likely that it is coreference between the pronouns that is unacceptable. In this case, I propose that English (or at least the English that is informing these judgments) employs a Strict matching strategy as defined in (11) to evaluate coreference between pronouns, but not between a pronoun and a referring expression.
way to override the feature checking criteria through modeling the parser as hav- The first tier, the Exemplar Tier, is represented by a strongly bimodal contin- Tier's binary (masculine) category. Finally, the third tier is the Feature Tier which, 673 unlike the previous two, comprises labels associated with spaces rather than spaces 674 themselves. In this illustration, the labels are the grammatical features <fem> and 675 <masc>, corresponding to a language that has two noun classes. A language with 676 more noun classes (or fewer) would have a different configuration for the labels. 
The Exemplar Tier
678
The Exemplar Tier consists of observations from individual's exposure to the vari- 
687
It cannot be that this tier includes the perceiver's categorization of the gender 688 of the person which they interact with, because that requires a secondary (categor- 10 A reviewer points out that it not be the total cumulative number of tokens that shapes the Category Tier, but rather more marked, recent or salient tokens might be more heavily weighted in terms of their influence. This seems quite plausible and could potentially be investigated through experimental means, but I will leave this to future works.
(10) Did that student i email you her i follow-up questions yet?
735
Imagine that the person who uttered (10) was a guest lecturer and doesn't know 736 the referenced student personally. The guest lecturer told the student to email the 737 regular lecturer with any questions and those questions would be forwarded on. observed for a plausibility mismatch.
883
Since the anaphor in (1)/(7) is also definitionally masculine/male, in conjunc- 
